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Hi Hadi, How the date is entered, the time or the number of hours, depends on your processing of
the hours. For example, you can enter a date and a time, and specify that you want the time to be in
a specific hour. If the date is entered as 00/00/0000, then the time to be entered will be the default
time of the day in the cell. If the date is entered as a standard date, as in this case: 08/15/2017, the
time will be 08:00 in the cell. You have to change the cell format so the date is displayed as hh:mm.
The way you get the time is by enterring a formula, like =TIME(value entered for Hour, value entered
for minutes, 0.00, 0, 0) To automatically use the time in a cell, first, create a field in the table, or in

the cell range you want to display the hours, in another cell, enter this formula: =IF(value entered for
hours is the default hours for the cell, enter the value you want to display for the date in the TIME

function. This should replace the value entered for the hours. Please note that time is always viewed
as an integer, so you will have to format the cell as [h]:mm if you want to display the time with
decimals. To format a cell as [h]:mm, use the formula ="00:00" Cheers, Catalin Hi Carlo, these
formulae are working really well for calculations where there are values entered in the cells as

above. But when we have rows that dont have data in them what is displayed is a 414**number,
which I assume is the excel time format. I need these cells to stay blank when there are no patient

details entered in them. I have tried conditional formatting, but that ends up displaying values I dont
want, and not displaying values I do want. How do I fiddle with the formula to only show values when

there is data entered in the required cells
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with the usage of large-scale flexible displays, not only do we see the possibility for flexibility, but
also for increased functionality in mobile devices. this is especially true for the applications of ar, vr,
and other augmented reality experiences. samsung amplus display also supports a dual pixel cmos
af system, which can capture a 3d depth image, and uses a second-generation contrast detection
autofocus system, which can provide more accurate autofocus. the tower harbour-facing facade,

measuring 66m x 110m, is an innovative curatorial space and an evolving digital exhibition platform
that invites viewers to enjoy and participate in the museums programmes from afar after dark.

taking a place on the hong kong skyline, the space adds another viewing experience and dimension
to the building at night. inset into the facade panels are two types of led lights that transform the

building into a coarse-grained display screen. combined, they create a hybrid led-display system that
allows viewers to encounter collection works and digital commissions from many points in the city,

including the district's art park and hong kong island. the design of the panels is optimised to
maintain the visibility of the display from various angles, distances, and lighting conditions. the
display has a large viewing angle and it is extremely bright with an impressive contrast ratio of

10,000,000:1. it is capable of displaying video content, including movies and games. the display has
a resolution of 1,024 by 1,536 pixels. it is perfect for watching hd video content and high-resolution
photography with the 2560 x 1440 pixels panel. the maximum brightness is 1,000 nits and it is also

equipped with hdr 10 technology. it can display images with high levels of color and detail.
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